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Orka Coalitie
Thanks to all supporters of Morgan and the Orca Coalition
- 28-02-2013 - Uncategorized
The Orca Coalition want to thank their supporters.
Many people helped out gathering information, translating, donated photos, shared Morgan’s
story with others or supported us financially during the two and a half year in our fight for her
freedom.
Despite we did not succeed returning Morgan back to sea, we should not forget we did make a difference.
Without your help we would never have come this far, not only the means but also your support on Face
Book and your perseverance gave us the energy in this long struggle.
It was great to see how we all have functioned as a team. How this team become bigger and bigger in
these two and a half year and connected people worldwide. The movement against captivity is growing
stronger every day. The dolphinarium in Harderwijk (the Netherlands) has indicated not to have acted in
error and will take the same decision in a next similar case. So, the fight is far from over.
We would like to thank the Free Morgan Foundation for their expertise and all the reports which were
important in the juridical process.
We hope your support for Morgan will continued and therefor support the Free Morgan Foundation.
I would like to thank you on behalf of the representatives within the Orca Coalition; Alex, Dos, Barbara,
Elisa, Geoffrey, Nancy and Wietse.
We continue, to ensure that cetacean in the Netherlands are protected from exploitation by the
entertainment industry.
As you may have heard, the Sea First Foundation and Dolphinmotion along with the Free Morgan
Foundation appealed to the Council of State. Most likely this trial take place after the summer holidays.
We will keep you informed.
Hester
Orca Coalition
The Orca Coalition was a collaboration between the Dutch wildlife conservation organizations Dolphin
Motion, EDEV – Een DIER Een VRIEND, Bite Back, PINK!, Sea First Foundation, The Black Fish and

